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BACKGROUND
SOS International LLC (SOSi) is a leading provider of intelligence, technology and project management solutions
to large government and private sector organizations around the world. We deliver a wide range of services that
support the national security interests of the U.S., the security and stability of its allies, and the interests of large,
multinational corporations in the defense, oil, gas, mining, construction and manufacturing sectors.
The company was founded in 1989 by Ms. Sosi Setian. It continues to be managed by her son, Mr. Julian M. Setian,
who has served as the company’s CEO since 2001, and her daughter, Ms. Pandora Setian, who joined the company
in 2009 and currently serves as its Chief Administrative Officer. A former Columbia University professor, Ms. Sosi
Setian initially established the company to provide specialized intelligence and language analytic services to the
U.S. federal law enforcement community. The company has since evolved into a diversified global service integrator
with capabilities ranging from advanced analytics to engineering, construction and supply chain management.
SOSi has experience in more than 30 countries, and its global team of professionals manage a wide range of highly
complex projects in many of the most austere and challenging environments around the globe.
What makes us most proud, however, is our heritage as a family-owned business. We take personal pride in every
project that we undertake, and we personally invest ourselves in the success of our clients. The principles and work
ethic that drove Ms. Setian to start her company are still infused throughout SOSi today – the importance of family
and teamwork, persevering, putting clients first, and giving more than what is expected. The SOSi culture is built
upon a passion for excellence and the commitment, expertise and experience to deliver tangible results to our
customers around the world.
Today, SOSi is organized into two complementary business units:

OUR INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS GROUP OFFERS:
• Information Technology and Systems Engineering – We develop integrated technology solutions, field systems,
manage networks, and provide expert technology and communications consulting across a broad spectrum of
programs in the defense, intelligence, diplomatic and law enforcement communities.
• Intelligence Analysis and Training – We provide multi-disciplined intelligence analysis and training solutions to
the U.S. law enforcement and intelligence communities.
• Language and Cultural Analytics – Our experts translate, interpret and analyze multi-media communications in
over 80 languages and dialects, perform document exploitation, analyze international media reporting, provide
expert geopolitical and cultural analysis, and facilitate international communications across a broad range of
technical and non-technical subject matter areas.

OUR MISSION SOLUTIONS GROUP OFFERS:
• Base Operations Support – We provide integrated, turnkey facilities management, life support and supply chain
solutions to the defense, intelligence and diplomatic communities and to large private companies in the oil and
gas and mining sectors. We support permanent and contingency operations around the world, including in
austere, high-threat environments.
• Engineering, Procurement and Construction – We provide logistics support and build and manage high-value,
mission-critical facilities, bases and compounds in numerous non-permissive areas around the world.
• Operations and Maintenance for Air, Land and Sea Systems – We ensure the mission readiness of all types of
transport systems, including military and commercial vehicles (tracked and wheeled), rotary and fixed wing
aircraft, unmanned aerial vehicles, and sea craft.
• Security Assessment and Training – We analyze vulnerabilities, assess threats, architect security solutions,
develop security training programs and courseware, and deliver basic and advanced training and equipment to
military, diplomatic, law enforcement, counter-narcotics, customs and border control organizations around the
world.
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